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A Translation and Annotation (2) of the Century of Solo 
Compositions (Hyakuin) Dedicated to Kasuga-Sanage Shrine 
in Sakurai’s Possession with “A Study on Kasuga Massha 
Sanage” for a Suppliment
Nobue Ito and Isao Okuda  
 When Sougi participated in a consecutive poem competition held under the 
sponsorship of the shogun of Muromachi Shogunate for the first time, he composed 
the Hyakuin dedicated to Sanage Myojin. It had an important meaning for 
understanding the literature of Sougi. We, Ito and Okuda, tried to translate and to 
annotate them. In this work, we handled verses number 11–19, and in addition gave 
a consideration on Sanage Myojin.
